
Fashion Trend: Tea Dresses

By Ahjané Forbes

As Fall approaches, we still want to look fashionable and be
up-to-date with the fashion trends as the weather changes. We
might have to bundle up slightly, but not completely. Becoming
popular in the 1950s, tea dresses have been playfully hitting
above the knees for over half a century. However, this dress
can now be worn in a mini, mid, or maxi style. We have fashion
advice so you can wear the famous tea party dress for any
occasion:

Though  tea  dresses  is  a  fashion
trend  seen  mostly  in  the  summer,
find out some ways you can still
wear  the  cute  dress  and  conquer
autumn attire?

The pretty feeling you get when you wear a dress does not have
to stop at the end of summer season. There are some ways you
can still make a fashion statement with Fall flavor! Here are
some of Cupid’s fashion tips so you can continue wearing tea
dresses into the autumn:

1. Wear stockings/tights with it: If you like the short flowy
style dress, you can wear cute tights under your dress. This
is also a good idea for a professional setting. You will look
formal and will be wearing an outfit that you love! Some of
these dresses are fit for the occasion and come with collars
and buttons. If you are trying to look presentable in the work
place, keep the color of your tights less flashy, and avoid
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fishnet stockings.

Related Link: Fashion Trend: 5 Trends Making a Comeback in
2019

2. Rock those boots: You want to be fashionable in the Fal,
but also warm! You don’t want to break out those warm fuzzy
boots just yet, but ankle and tall leather boots are fine! Or,
if you want to step it up a notch, consider high heel laced
boots. You’ll definitely turn heads!

Related Link: Celebrity Style: Walk Into Fall in Dr. Marten
Boots

3. Add accessories: Don’t forget to add accessories to your
look! Add in a scarf around your neck, a hat on your head, and
a cute little handbag over your shoulder to seal the deal!

4. Wear a jacket: Because the Fall weather is upon us, you’re
going to need a jacket. Make it part of your outfit! Consider
a cute jean jacket to wear with a flowery tea dress. Or, make
your look edgier with a leather jacket. Or, even consider a
wrap coat to class things up a little.

What are some ways you wear your tea dress during the fall?
Share your fashion ideas in the comments below!
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